The new concept of mutation has been introduced into function discovery system using artificial life model (called S-System). As for the mutation of conventional model, a part of bug's gene is replaced with the gene created at random. In this model, a part of the other bug's gene is incorporated into the bug's gene. As the result, the search ability improves.
1. Introduction J. Koza(1) first proposed the function discovery system based on Genetic Programming (GP). However, the system has some disadvantages; (i) the schema tends to get destroyed, (ii) the solution does not stabilize and (iii) the function length becomes extremely long or extremely sort. We thus have proposed an improved system called S-System overcoming these disadvantages (2) , and a method to improve the search ability is also proposed (3) We have already applied S-System effectively in a number of search problems including the fields like design of optical elements(4), electronic circuit design (5) and image recognition (2) . In addition, in the previous paper, we proposed a non-linear optimization method incorporated S-System that significantly reduces the time for the discovery (6) . However, the system can be applied to only function discovery. For the other applications, we have to improve the search ability of S-System more.
In order to improve the search ability more, we introduce the new concept of mutation. As for the mutation of S-System, a part of bug's gene is replaced with the gene which is created at random. In this model, a part of the other bug's gene is incorporated into the bug's gene. By the use of the concept, the possibility that a bug takes the schema rises . As the result, the search ability improves.
Improvement of S-System
The S-System is the system introducing the concepts of sexual and asexual reproduction, movement and etc. in GP system. Because of these concepts, the solution is obtained more exactly compared to GP system"). In S-System, there are two types of mutations. One is used to change the function type, another is to change the value of constants in the function. For distinguishing them, we call the one "GP type mutation", and call another one "constant-mutation" The function type does not change by constant-mutation , while it is dramatically changed by GP type mutation . The procedure of GP type mutation is shown in Fig. 1 , and it is summarized as follows. (1) A target node is selected from the tree structure at random as shown from Bug A in Fig . 1, (2) it and all the lower nodes are deleted, (3) the new tree structure is generated at random and (4) the newly generated tree is connected to the target node as understood from Bug A' in Fig. 1 . Since the new tree is created at random , the possibility that it is a profitable schema is very low . Thus, GP type mutation does not produce a profitable function so much .
In this paper, the new type of mutation is introduced.
GP type mutation incorporates a randomly created tree into a bug's tree, while the new type mutation proposed in this study incorporates a partial tree of a bug which is selected by tournament strategy. For convention, we call this "virus type S-System Using Virus Type Mutation mutation" As the result, the bug after mutation correlates with the bug selected by tournament strategy. In general, according as the generation progresses, the number of the bug with schema increases. By the use of virus type mutation, the probability that the schema is incorporated into the gene may rise. The procedure of virus type mutation is shown in Fig. 2. and it is as followings.1
. A target node of a bug A is selected from the tree structure at random. 2. The node and all the lower nodes are deleted.
Another bug B is selected by tournament strategy based on
fi tness (tournament size: 3).
4.
A part of tree of bug B, which is decided at random, is selected at random.
The part is connected to the target node of bug A.
By this concept, the possibility of incorporation with excellent schema increases. As the result, it is thought that the search ability will be improved.
Application to function discovery
The results using the proposed model for function discovery is presented here. First, we tried to search Kepler's law (2) . Successfully, the discovery rate was 1.0. However, the difference between virus type mutation and GP type mutation in performance could not be understood, because the discovery rate of previous one was also 1.0. Thus, for a more complicated function type, we used the data which represents the relationship among the current J, the voltage V, and the temperature T of the diode (6) The search for function J=f(V, T) was tried. 30 experimental runs were performed. When the fitness over 0.90 was used as the condition for discovery, the discovery rate was found to be 20% and 6.7% for virus type mutation and GP type mutation, respectively. The transition of fitness, that is an average of 30 experimental runs, is shown in Fig. 3 . Table I shows the search conditions. From the figure, it can be obviously seen that the transition of fitness of the proposed model is higher than that of previous one. Thus, the performance is rises by the adoption of virus type mutation.
We proposed a non-linear optimization method incorporated S-System that significantly reduces the time for the discovery (6) As far as function search is concerned, the model is more useful than virus type mutation. It can be, however, applied to only function discovery. For the other applications, it can not be applied at all. It is necessary to improve S-System itself, so we propose this model. The concept of virus type mutation can be utilized for many applications. Although the application except function search can not be tried yet, this should be practiced in the future.
Conclusions
In this study, the new concept of mutation, which is called "virus type mutation", has been introduced into S-System. In this model, a part of the other bug's gene is incorporated into the bug's gene. By the use of the concept, the possibility that the bug takes the schema rises compared with the conventional mutation. As the result, the search ability improves.
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